Slot One Entertainment, Inc.
Songwriters Original Showcase
P.O. Box 567, Ambler, PA 19002
Phone: 215-643-1313 ~ Fax: 215-643-1349
“A Life line for songwriters and fans

web: www.SongwritersOriginalShowcase.com
~ E-mail: sos@slot-1.com

of original music.”

About Songwriters Original Showcase (SOS)
Songwriters Original Showcase - or SOS - is a one-of-a kind acoustic venue for original
music that originated in the Philadelphia area in Ambler, PA. Home-base for SOS is
Act II Playhouse, a 135 seat professional stage theater, which is across the street from
a once nationally famous touring venue called The Ambler Cabaret.
Since the first showcase in February 2001, SOS has been providing up-and-coming
independent and national recording artists with a premier performance venue. The
tagline for SOS - "a lifeline for songwriters and fans of original music" - sums it up.
Founders Rick Denzien and Debra Lee wanted to create a professionally staged
listening venue for their own music that would offer other artists a performance
showcase, as well.
SOS artists are talented songwriters, recording artists, performers and musicians who
have commercially available recordings of their music - a requirement for performing
at an SOS showcase. SOS artists are also seasoned professionals who are acclaimed in
their own right, nurture their fan base, and have a determined, no-nonsense approach
to the "business" of their musical careers.
The venue was met with such enthusiasm from artists, radio, print media, music
industry professionals, local businesses, and fans of original music in the Philadelphia
area that SOS is now taking the venue "on the road" to colleges and venues within
other cities. The primary sponsor of SOS is Slot One Studio in Ambler, PA. In addition
to booking SOS artists, Slot One does extensive print media, radio, and Internet
promotion for each showcase. Each showcase is also filmed digitally for re-broadcast
to various media outlets.
SOS attracts a wide-range of music fans, from high school students to senior citizens.
Music heard at SOS follows the AAA radio format, and includes a range of folk to jazz
to pop rock -- all original music performed acoustically by the singer-songwriters who
created it!
As SOS continues to grow and gain momentum, it plans to expand into the national
arena to provide a premier venue that will help launch the careers of artists worthy of
having their music heard!

SOS Artists (to date)
All artists’ websites are linked to SOS website archives at www.slot-1.com/sos
February 18, 2001
Jackie Tice
Vickie Russell
Michelle Nagy
Jeff Twardzik
Todd O
Leigh Goldstein
Denzien / Lee
March 18, 2001
Aaron Snow
Jon Dichter with Deb Callahan
Marina Vittoria
SimplyD
Denzien / Lee
April 22, 2001
Terence Martin
Andy & Denise
Eric Balkey with Wendy Fuhr
Leigh Goldstein
Denzien/Lee
May 20, 2001
Peter Spencer
Joe Matzzie (NYC)
Violet Truth (NYC)
Stephen DiJoseph
Stuart Brodian, Host
Rick Denzien
Debra Lee
June 24, 2001
Ben Arnold
Carol Lester (NYC)
Stephen DiJoseph
Vujaday
Denzien /Lee

